Starting from 29th of April 2023, airlines do no longer check pre-departure COVID-19 testing results. In order to help travelers to prepare for their departure, they updated the “Guide on Epidemic Prevention and Control for China-bound Travelers” as follows:

Guide on Epidemic Prevention and Control for China-bound Travelers

I. Health Declaration to China Customs

Travelers are required to complete the Health Declaration Form at https://htdecl.chinaport.gov.cn. You can do that prior to the flight or after landing.

II. Airlines will no longer check pre-departure results of antigen or nucleic acid tests.

III. Self-protection on Aircraft

Travelers are requested to comply with the epidemic prevention requirements of airlines and suggested to take good personal protection throughout the flight to reduce the risk of infection.

IV. Inspection upon Entry

Getting through immigration control after their airplane landing in China, travelers need to comply with customs procedures with their health declaration code. Those with normal health declaration and pass routine health inspection will be allowed entry into China. The Customs will conduct sampling of health declarations proportionally. Those with anomalies in health declaration or showing symptoms such as fever need to cooperate with the Customs for epidemiological investigation, medical investigation, etc., and be tested for related infectious diseases.